
AB Testing and SEO



What is A/B Testing?

• A/B testing (also known as bucket tests or split-run testing) is an experiment 

where a subject’s response to a single variable being displayed in two 

different ways (A and B) is being tested. 

• In plain English and in a content marketing context, this means that we are 

running a test to try and measure whether people like a product being 

presented in one way or the other.



What is A/B Testing?

• If  you are still a little confused about the concept, perhaps a concrete 

example will clear things up. Netflix is pretty famous for using A/B testing to 

increase both sign ups and keep you on their platform. For example, each 

series has got multiple thumbnails. Some will focus on faces whereas others 

will focus on landscapes. 

• If  the algorithm detects that you are more prone to clicking on thumbnails 

featuring faces or people on them, they will alter your homepage to feature 

more such thumbnails to get you to click on more options.



What is A/B Testing?



Types of  A/B Testing

• A/B Testing – we focus on changing one variable so that we can see whether or 

not that impacts conversions. For example, the colour of  a button.

• Multivariate Testing – we change multiple variable to see if  it leads to a change in 

conversions. For example, the button and meta title. It is important not to get too 

carried away here because you’ll need to create enough variations to test all aspects. 

So, if  you change two variables, you will need at least four versions of  the page.

• Multi-Page Funnel Testing – when you make changes to different pages and 

implement variations on multiple pages over a long period of  time.



Why Use A/B Testing?

• While A/B testing may seem like a lot of  work, it provides webmasters who are 
struggling with their SEO strategy an opportunity to test out new strategy. While 
some may think that there is a certain degree of  risk associated with altering 
something on their site, there is far less risk testing new approaches than 
permanently changing what is there.

• Google recommends you try A/B testing to improve user experience. It is why they 
created Google Optimize – a tool to help you manipulate displays with very little to 
no coding knowledge.

• It prevents you from losing rankings due to an algorithm change. You can test new 
approaches and determine whether or not it fits with the algorithm update.



How Can I Perform A/B Tests?

• As previously mentioned, Google already has a platform that will allow you to perform A/B tests: Google 
Optimize. Webmasters just need to login to their Google Account that is attached to their Search Console 
and Analytics profiles and they will be able to track the performance of  both variations of  the page.

• In Google’s How to Guide for A/B testing, they outline the following steps in creating a test:

1. Go to your Optimize Account

2. Click on your Container name to get to the Experiments page.

3. Click CREATE EXPERIMENT.

4. Name the experiment.

5. Enter an Editor page URL (the web page you'd like to test).

6. Click A/B test.

7. Click CREATE.



How Can I Perform A/B Tests?

• It is important to consider proposed changes before you make them. You 

don’t want to make changes randomly in the hopes that something works. 

Rather research is required to ensure that you are making changes that could 

have a potential impact in conversions, clicks, etc.



What Can I Test?

• A/B testing does not have to involve changing your entire interface. Many 
webmasters use the method to test a variety of  elements on their site to 
increase CTR and conversions. Examples include:

• Headlines

• Metas

• Call to actions

• Graphics

• Copy



How Long Should I Run My Test?

• Google recommends that users wait about two weeks so that tests can 

account for cyclical web traffic and that the tested page has long enough to 

compete against the control.



Can A/B Testing Hurt My Rankings?

• Yes, but not in a bad way and not due to performing a test (if  you do it 

properly).  For example, if  you test a new meta title and see that it is leading 

to more clicks than the old one, you are going to want to change your title to 

the option that gets more clicks. 

• As pretty much every experienced webmaster knows, when you change 

content there is a possibility that this change will see your site drop in 

positions. In these situations, you need to ask yourself  what is more 

important – the ranks or the clicks?



Can A/B Testing Hurt My Rankings?

• With regards to indexing and how to format test pages, Google suggests that 

you do not cloak the page. Rather, you should use canonicals and 302 

redirects on the test page. The 302 in particular tells the search engine that 

the page is temporary. SEO pundits suggest that you apply the noindex tag 

to the new page to avoid dropping in rankings due to keyword 

cannibalization or duplicate content issues.



Questions, Comments, Concerns
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